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Hello Everyone, I am Jane Allen from the UK and I have
much pleasure in submitting my supporting statement for
consideration for election to the Persian Breed Group.
I am a TICA Ring and School Instructor and have been
living with Persians since 1977. I started breeding Persians
in 1983 and added Exotics 10 years later. I have bred 5

International winners and 4 LAs in both Persian and exotic
and when my judging permits I still enjoy showing my cats!
I joined TICA as a transfer judge in 2011 and have been
lucky to judge in many countries around the world for
TICA.
I felt it was now time for me to give back something to
the breeds I love and therefore decided to apply to be
part of the Persian breed group in this round of elections.
I am passionate about our breeds and am proud to see the
quality of these cats feature strongly in our TICA awards
each year. I was delighted to be asked to deliver a breed
group presentation to TICA judges in July 2020 and this
will be repeated later in the year and I hope it will also be
available on the TICA website.
I am always ready and willing to offer advice and guidance
to both judges and exhibitors and am happy to impart what
experience I have learned along the way! After all we all
started somewhere and for me there is nothing more
beautiful than a structurally correct and superbly shown
Persian, Himalayan or Exotic on my judges table.
I would like to be part of the committee that looks to
ensure the integrity and health of our breeds,
communicating with the breeders and exhibitors and
ensuring that our standards are indeed reflected in the

cats being shown. I am also in a strong position to feed
back to the committee experiences that I encounter while
judging that as a breed group we may wish to consider. As
a result of the breed presentation have received some
thoughts and comments that the committee may want to
discuss and look at in terms of points for clarification.
I can offer my time, enthusiasm and dedication to these
remarkable breeds and if elected would work to the very
best of my ability to ensure the best outcome for the
breeds that I have held dear for over 40 years.

Thank you for reading and considering my statement.
My best wishes to you all

Jane Allen

